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I am delighted to share with you the impact that our new initiative, Read

On Canada!/Lisons Canada!, has had for thousands of Canada’s children

and their families. Together we’ve been able to provide joy and

enrichment during these unprecedented times.

Literacy is the foundation upon which we learn and grow. Building

reading, writing and communication skills in children is one of the most

effective ways to help them reach their full potential in school and

throughout life.

Read On Canada!/Lisons Canada! was designed to mitigate the effects of

the COVID-19 pandemic by ensuring that all children, including the most

vulnerable, had access to fun reading materials when schools, libraries

and other community support systems were shut down.

The Canadian Children’s Literacy Foundation’s goal is to make Canada’s

children the most literate in the world. Read On Canada!/Lisons Canada!

helped us move ever closer by supporting children on their reading

journey, even in the face of a global pandemic.

Sincerely,

Ariel Siller

CEO, Canadian Children’s 

Literacy Foundation
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Preparing to distribute more than 140,000 fun books to
children across Canada. From Left: Tom Best, First Book
Canada; Nina Cabaguio, The Children's Book Bank; Ariel
Siller, Canadian Children's Literacy Foundation.



Tackling Hunger in Children’s Bodies and Minds

Read On Canada!/Lisons Canada! was created to mitigate the effects of

the “summer slide,” a drop in reading ability which can happen over the

summer months, particularly among children who do not have

opportunities to read during the school break.

This year, the slide had the potential to be a “summer avalanche” given

the prolonged closures of schools, libraries, daycares, and community

programs due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Research shows that students

can lose about one month’s worth of school year learning due to summer

vacation. With six months away from school, children were at risk of

losing three months, or 30%, of their reading gains made during the last

school year.

Even before the pandemic, 27% of children in Canada were entering

school inadequately prepared and 1 out of 4 children were not reading at

grade level by Grade 3.

Recognizing that COVID-19 could exacerbate this already critical issue, the

Canadian Children’s Literacy Foundation rapidly mobilized a generous

group of book publishers and literacy organizations from across the

country to bring the joy of reading to thousands of families across

Canada.

In partnership with Food Banks Canada, we distributed more than

140,000 enriching books to families accessing food banks this summer.

We also made fun reading activities available online and worked with

well-known Canadians, including Margaret Atwood, Chris Hadfield and

Justin Trudeau, to share messages encouraging all children to 'read on!’

With our leadership and the strength and determination of our coalition

partners, Read On Canada!/Lisons Canada! inspired children across

Canada at one of the most difficult times in generations.
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Heading home from Winnipeg Harvest



This summer, many families struggling with food insecurity will

get the gift of hope in a food hamper. Because of our partnership

with Read On Canada!, not only will families with children

receive much-needed food supplies, but each child will also

receive a book, which has the ability to open up a world of

possibilities. They will know that someone cares, not only for

their physical well-being, but for their development as well.

– Chris Hatch, CEO of Food Banks Canada

“

”
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It is fantastic, a lot of families couldn’t otherwise afford to go out and 

buy books for the kids, so we are so appreciative. It gives the parents 

a break to rest, cook or do whatever while the kids are reading!

– Community Member on the initiative's impact 

They made me feel 
so happy!

– 6-year-old participant

I like to read them to my siblings, especially my

little sister because she doesn’t know how to

read yet. But sometimes I like to read by myself

to have some alone time & just relax on my own.

– 7-year-old participant

“

”

“
”

“
”



Our 
Impact

More than 

140,000 
books distributed through 

Food Banks across Canada

$1.4M 
in donated books from 

Canadian publishers

More than 65 social 

media posts from notable 

Canadians, including Prime 

Minister Trudeau, Margaret 

Atwood and more
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Our books reached more than 

150
cities and towns in all 10 

provinces



Inspiration for Families to Keep

“Reading On”



The Coalition

From our very beginning as an organization, the Canadian Children’s

Literacy Foundation’s goal has been to understand what approaches

have been successful in building early literacy, how we grow those

successes, and what challenges can be addressed through national,

coordinated efforts.

Recognizing the challenges families were facing as they were forced to

quickly shift to learning from home during the pandemic, we were able

to rapidly mobilize organizations from across the country thanks to the

relationships we have built through consultations and conversations

with literacy advocates throughout Canada.

We don’t know when our post-pandemic ‘new normal’ will arrive or

what it will look like. What we do know is that by working together we

have provided hope and possibility in a time of isolation, opening doors

to new adventures for thousands of children across Canada.
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Steering Committee

Funding Partners
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Content Partners

Book and Distribution Partners
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